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As the world’s store of digital images continues to grow exponentially, and as novel data-rich 
approaches to computer vision begin to emerge, many interesting problems demand fast 
techniques capable of accurately searching very large databases of images or image features.  For 
most such tasks, the quality of the results relies heavily on the chosen image representation and 
the distance metric used to compare examples.   Unfortunately, preferred representations tend to 
be high-dimensional [4,5], and often the best distance metric is one specialized (or learned) for 
the task at hand [1,2,3,7], rather than, say, a generic Euclidean norm or Gaussian kernel.  Neither 
factor bodes well for large-scale image search: known data structures for efficient exact search 
are ineffective for high-dimensional spaces, while existing methods for approximate sub-linear 
time search are defined only for certain standard metrics.   
 
In this work we develop a general algorithm that enables fast approximate similarity search for a 
family of learned metrics and kernel functions.  Given pairwise similarity and dissimilarity 
constraints between some images, we learn a Mahalanobis distance function that captures the 
images’ underlying relationships well. To allow sub-linear time similarity search under the 
learned metric, we show how to encode the learned metric parameterization into randomized 
locality-sensitive hash functions. We further formulate an indirect solution that enables metric 
learning and hashing for vector spaces whose high dimensionality makes it infeasible to learn an 
explicit weighting over the feature dimensions.   
 
While randomized algorithms such as locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) have frequently been 
employed to mitigate the time complexity of identifying similar examples—particularly in vision 
[6]—their use has been restricted to generic measures for which the appropriate hash functions 
are already defined; that is, direct application to learned metrics was not possible. We instead 
devise a method that allows knowledge attained from partially labeled data or paired constraints 
to be incorporated into the hash functions. Our algorithm is theoretically sound: there is provably 
no additional loss in accuracy relative to the learned metric beyond the quantifiable loss induced 
by the approximate search technique. 
 
We demonstrate the generality of our approach by applying it to three distinct large-scale image 
search problems: exemplar-based recognition, pose estimation, and feature indexing. Our method 
allows rapid and accurate retrieval, and gains over relevant state-of-the-art techniques. 
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